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8th Ghana Mining Industry Awards in Pictures
On Friday 16th December, 2022, the Ghana Chamber of Mines held a Local Content Workshop and Exhibition under the theme, "Local Content in The Mining Industry: A Catalyst for Economic Development".

The workshop sought to bring together supply chain professionals in the mining firms and mine support service companies in the industry’s value chain.

Additionally, all relevant stakeholders in trade, industry, regulators, and other parastatals joined this year’s event to contribute to its success. The Ghana Chamber of Mines advocated for alignment of policy between the Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources and the Ministry of Trade and Industry.

Speaking at the opening session of the workshop, CEO of the Chamber of Mines, Dr. Sulemanu Koney said “For us to realise this, we need effective partnerships and collaborations at all levels of decision making.

In this regard I am pleased with the level of collaboration we continue to receive from the Minerals Commission and AGI. “What is missing and requires some look into, is policy alignment between our sector ministry, the Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources and Ministry of Trade and Industry”
Gold Fields Ghana wins National Inter Mines First Aid and Safety Competition

Congratulations to Gold Fields Ghana Tarkwa Mine for winning the 2022 edition of the National Inter-Mines First Aid and Safety Competition held on Sunday 6th November 2022.


The competition tested the knowledge of the first aiders in health and safety regulations as well as different emergency simulation exercises. The winners received washing machines as their prizes.

The grand finale was graced by the President of the Ghana Chamber of Mines, Mr. Joshua Mortoti who doubles as the Executive Vice President and Head of Gold Fields West Africa, the Chief Executive Officer of the Ghana Chamber of Mines, Mr. Sulemanu Koney, and the Chief Inspector of Mines from Minerals Commission, Mr. Richard Kofi Adjei among others.
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